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Abstract
Anycast oers a method for making a service IP address available to a routing system from several locations
at once. It is used today to provide important services, such as naming and content delivery, in an economic,
scalable, and simple to operate manner. The appeal and clear benets of anycast to service providers have
motivated a number of recent experimental studies on its potential performance impact. All studies have, to
the best of our knowledge, focused on wired networks, despite the growing dominance of mobile as the most
common and sometimes only form of Internet access. In this thesis, we present the rst study of anycast
performance for mobile users. In particular, our evaluation focuses on three distinct anycast services: K- and
F-Root, each providing part the DNS root zone, and Google DNS.
Our research revolves around three axes. First, we show that mobile clients are frequently routed to sub-
optimal replicas in terms of latency and that this issue is not limited to specic regions or ASes of the world.
Second, we nd that clients are often redirected to a DNS server hosted very far away from her. This happens
more frequently while on a cellular connection than on WiFi, with a signicant impact on performance. Our
study reveals that this is not simply an issue of not having better alternatives, and that the problem is not loc-
alised to particular geographic areas or particular ASes. We investigate root causes of this phenomenon and
describe three of the major detected classes of anycast anomalies. Third and nally, we explore IP assignment
dynamics of mobile clients and nd that recurrent IP changes on the client side lead to signicant perceived
variations of anycast latency.
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Service providers rely on replication to improve service performance and reliability, placing server instances
in multiple locations and redirecting clients to nearby copies of the requested data. IP anycast is a common
mechanism used for redirecting clients in a variety of domains: from naming (e.g., root servers, top level
domains, and many public resolvers) to CDNs and video streaming.
With IP anycast, services advertise a single IP address from many physical locations and clients’ requests
are directed, based on BGP routing policies, to a “nearby” replica [1].
From an operator’s perspective, IP anycast oers an economic, scalable, and simple approach to replic-
ated services, as BGP routing provides considerable robustness, adapting to changes in service and network
availability. From a client’s perspective, however, the mapping can be suboptimal [2], unstable [3, 4], and
seemingly chaotic [5, 6], as routing policies have not only technical motivations, but could also be dictated by
political or commercial reasons, and routing changes can silently shift trac from one site to another with a
consequent loss of shared state and potential performance impact [7].
Given its wide deployment, criticality, and interesting trade-os, IP anycast has been the focus of much
recent measurement work. All prior studies have, however, focused on wired networks, despite the growing
dominance of mobile as the most common form of Internet access.
The number of mobile subscriptions has grown rapidly in just a few years, surpassing 7.4 billion in the rst
quarter of 2016 [8]. Today, users spend most of their time browsing on their mobile phones, more than on any
other device. In the United States and the United Kingdom, for instance, smartphone users spend 2-3x more
hours (87 hours in the US and 66 hours in the UK) on their mobile device than on desktop machines (34 hours
and 29 hours, respectively) [9]. The impressive growth in mobile devices and usage has led to unprecedented
growth in cellular trac.
In this Master’s thesis, we present the rst study of anycast performance for mobile users. In particular, our
evaluation focuses on three distinct anycast services: K-Root, F-Root, and Google DNS. F- and K-Root provide
part the DNS root zone, unlike Google DNS. We show that mobile clients are routed to suboptimal replicas
in terms of latency and geographic distance. Our study reveals that this is not simply an issue of not having
better alternatives, and that the problem is not localised to particular geographic areas or particular ASes.
We begin to explore the potential root causes of the geographical distance phenomenon in cellular networks
and reveal three major classes of anycast anomalies. Additionally, we look at the IP assignment dynamics on
mobile networks. We nd that cellular clients change their IP address much more frequently than WiFi users.
This peculiarity is most probably linked to their greater mobility, and has a signicant impact on perceived
latency variations for the three anycast services.
This thesis is structured as follows. The Chapters 2 to 5 aim at providing the necessary background to
fully understand the research detailed in this document. In particular, these chapters introduce the anycast
paradigm (Chapter 2), cellular networks (Section 3), the domain name system (DNS) and its use of anycast
(Chapter 4), and nally the currently most used Internet diagnostic tools, ping and traceroute (Chapter
5). Chapters 6 to 9 present our work. Chapter 6 explains our measurement campaign. In Chapter 7, we
show that the performance of anycast is often suboptimal in terms of latency (i.e. another replica would
provide smaller latency), independently of the considered DNS service. Our ndings described in Chapter 8
demonstrate that mobile clients are very often routed to a suboptimal server in terms of geographic distance
and we analyse potential root causes. In Chapter 9, we take a look at IP assignment dynamics, i.e. how
many dierent IPs a client gets assigned over time to and how frequently she changes from one IP to another.




Summary. This thesis focuses on anycast in cellular networks. In this chapter, we rst explain in Section
2.1 the unicast scheme, the currently most used one in the Internet. In Section 2.2, we present the anycast
paradigm and why it is so attractive for providers. In Section 2.3, we discuss related work.
2.1 Unicast Paradigm
Unicast is the most widely deployed communication scheme. In this context, a transmission only involves one
specic receiver and one sender. Each IP is assigned to one machine at a time. This implies that every packet
with the same receiver IP is routed to the same machine, independently of the location of the sender. The
unicast routing scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
This paradigm might cause performance troubles, as the client may have to contact a server very far from
her.
Figure 2.1: Unicast routing scheme.
2.2 Anycast Paradigm
Anycast oers a method for making a service IP address available to a routing system from several locations
at once. This means that, contrary to the unicast scheme, several (mostly geographically distributed, but not
necessarily) machines, so-called replicas, respond to the same IP address [10]. More precisely, an anycast
service uses several sites, i.e. several locations hosting replicas, to provision its clients. We dene as catchment
of a site the users served by this site [2].
The anycast scheme is popular among multiple services. For instance, LinkedIn, root DNS services, or
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) such as CloudFlare heavily rely on this methodology. The way a user is
assigned to a server diers between the dierent variations of the anycast paradigm, which are explained in
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
2
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2.2.1 IP-layer anycast
In the context of IP-layer anycast, also called L4 anycast, the server selection depends on BGP. In a nutshell, the
same IP address (i.e. the anycast IP address) is advertised across many locations thanks to BGP announcements.
The server the client is assigned to is selected based on the best-path notions of BGP, such as shortest AS-path
length, Hot Potato criterion, etc. [1]. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of an IP-layer anycast application.
However, as pointed out in [11], IP-layer anycast faces some challenges. One major issue is that L4 anycast
(as well as BGP) does not take into account the dynamics of the network, such as quality changes along the
dierent paths and server load. Moreover, L4 anycast can lead to the interruption of ongoing TCP connections,
which then need to be restarted. Obviously, this results in a performance penalty for the aected users.
In this thesis, we focus on this anycast paradigm.
Figure 2.2: L4 anycast. The selection of the server for the client is carried out based on BGP announcements.
In this example, AS 3 will choose one of the two anycast servers based on BGP’s best-path notions.
Autonomous System (AS)
An Autonomous System regroups multiple routers, which are thus often under the same administrative
control. Each AS is identied by a unique Autonomous System Number (ASN). Popular ASes are for example
Google’s AS, AS15169, and the AS managed by Comcast, AS7922.
An AS path corresponds to all the ASes a packet traverses to reach its destination.
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
BGP [12] is the most used (and most complex) routing protocol in today’s Internet. If the maintainers of an
AS decide that it should be reachable from the outside, they need to ensure that the other ASes are aware of
its existence. This is where BGP comes into play.
In a nutshell, this protocol works as follows: gateway routers, i.e. routers that lie at the border of a network,
send a message to neighbouring gateway routers containing the prexes hosted within their network. The
gateway router receiving the message distributes this information among the routers in this AS, so that the
routers can update their routing tables accordingly. The gateway then appends the prexes included in its
own network to the list of received prexes and advertises the updated list to its own neighbour networks,
and so on.
However, these BGP messages also contain the ASes they have already traversed, i.e. an AS path. Before a
gateway router distributes the list of prexes to the routers, it therefore rst checks whether its ASN is in
the AS path of the message. If so, it has experienced a loop in the routing system and is simply dropped.
2.2.2 Application-layer anycast
Application-layer anycast, also called L7 anycast, heavily relies on DNS redirection and IP unicast. The server-
selection procedure is depicted in Figure 2.3. As explained in [11], this scheme works as follows.
First, the user requests a resource, such as a video or a HTML webpage, via its URL. The user agent infers
from this URL the hostname, probably belonging to a certain Content Delivery Network. In this case, the
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main role is then played by the client’s local DNS resolver and the CDN: once the DNS resolver receives the
hostname the user wants to contact, it forwards this hostname to the concerned CDN.
Next, the CDN chooses the node that should serve the client. This can be achieved in several ways [13]. For
instance, the CDN simply chooses the geographically closest node to the client. Another approach is to select
the closest CDN node in terms of latency with respect to the client, or the closest in terms of number of hops.
To this end, CDN servers periodically launch ping or traceroutemeasurements towards access Internet
Service Providers (ISPs), and report the results to the DNS resolvers of the CDN (more details about ping and
traceroute can be found in Chapter 5). The CDN may also return the same IP address, independently of
the user. In this case, the IP address is an IP-layer-anycast address (see Section 2.2.1), associated to several (or
even all) CDN nodes to balance the load among the dierent servers. The main issue with these methods is that
the client is represented by her DNS resolver, which may be relatively far away from the user and thus does
not necessarily represent her very well [14]: the server selection might therefore be suboptimal in terms of
performance for the user. Alternatively, this selection can be performed on the client side: a possible technique
is that the manifest le of the resource to fetch contains a series of IP addresses and that the client chooses
the optimal one based on latency, i.e. by pinging the servers indicated in the manifest le. This solution is
implemented by Netix [13].
As a nal step, the DNS resolver forwards the selected IP address to the client.
Figure 2.3: L7 anycast. The client wants to know the IP address mapped to the hostname host.CDN.org.
The DNS resolver forwards the request to the CDN to get the IP address of the “best” server for this client.
2.3 Related Work
Anycast plays a central role in computer networks and is thus subject to many research eorts, dealing with
dierent aspects of the paradigm.
2.3.1 Anycast in Content Delivery Networks
A large part of previous work [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 14, 20, 11] aims at characterising the server deployment of
popular services relying on either L7 or L4 anycast.
[18, 19, 15] focus on the characterisation of YouTube’s server infrastructure and the geolocation of these
servers [15]. In [18], the authors study the characteristics of the servers seen from both xed-line and mobile
networks. They nd that caching signicantly enhances the performance in terms of delay and downlink
throughput for mobile clients, whereas there is a non-negligible performance variation for xed-line users.
[19] presents the impact of the server-selection strategies employed by YouTube on the Quality of Experience
(QoE) of the users.
[16, 20, 17] study the server deployment of Netix. They nd that Netix heavily relies on Amazon cloud
services and on three dierent CDNs: Akamai, Limelight, and Level-3. Adhikari et al. also reveal that the CDN
selection is rather static, i.e. a player sticks to the same CDN, even if another could provide better QoE. [17]
additionally sheds light on the location of the dierent Netix servers. According to the authors, approxim-
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ately 5,000 servers are located in at least 243 dierent locations across six continents, with a concentration in
North America and Europe.
Authors of [14] assess the L7-anycast strategy used in a Akamai’s CDN. They state that most of the clients
are located near their local DNS resolvers, which implies that L7 anycast performs well in most cases. However,
some DNS resolvers serve clients scattered across a larger geographical region, and the authors show that
these clients experience performance issues with L7 anycast. They also present a redirection approach based
on EDNS-Client-Subnet (ECS) [21] and achieve signicant performance improvements.
[11] analyses the performance implications of L4 anycast in a latency-sensitive CDN. More precisely, they
study the Microsoft Bing search service. They nd that L4 anycast works fairly well, but that 20% of the
clients are redirected to a suboptimal server in terms of performance. In this thesis, we are studying a similar
problem.
Alzoubi et al. present in [22, 23] a load-aware CDN architecture, which makes use of route control mech-
anisms to take server and network load into account to address the L4-anycast issues explained in Section
2.2.1. Authors of [24] showcase FastRoute, a similar system to [22, 23], but with an emphasis on scale.
2.3.2 Anycast in DNS services
We are not the rst ones investigating anycast in DNS. A lot of related work already deals with anycast within
DNS services [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 6, 31]. The main focus of these research eorts are server enumeration
[25] and characterisation [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 6, 31]. When it comes to the analysis of more specic aspects in
anycast, we can subdivide prior work in several categories: studies of the proximity between the users and the
selected servers [26, 27, 29]; research concerned with user anity, i.e. how many dierent anycast servers a
client gets directed to over time and how frequently she switches between these servers [27, 28, 29, 31]; work
about anycast load distribution[29, 28]; and, lastly, research studying anycast-server availability [29, 31].
In [6], the author concludes that about half of the vantage points (VPs) he uses in the context of his
evaluation are served by a suboptimal server of the K-Root DNS infrastructure, both in terms of latency and
geographical distance.
While [6, 26] study K-Root, authors of [27, 29, 28, 5] primarily focus on F- and J-Root server character-
isation. The authors acknowledge that the use of anycast improves DNS service to clients worldwide. In [5],
Bellis et al. describe how they make use of RIPE Atlas to detect and address issues related to F-Root. For in-
stance, they notice that packets issued from RIPE Atlas probes in Europe are redirected to a F-Root instance in
Atlanta instead of one located in European countries, which they attribute to BGP misconguration. Besides
F- and J-Root servers, [29] analyses the behaviour of L4 anycast in the Autonomous System (AS) 112, an AS
designed for distributing the load across the Internet for a certain type of queries1. It is worth mentioning
that the latter paper carries out the study at a larger scale as opposed to other work, involving about 20,000
vantage points.
The research presented in [30] is motivated by the potential Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack
against many of the root DNS servers on November 30 and December 1, 2015 (the trac directed towards
a large number of them was multiplied by a factor 100 with respect to normal load). In this paper, besides
analysing data collected during these two days, Moura et al. also evaluate L4 anycast under stress with public
data.
2.3.3 Anycast for mobile performance improvement
Nowadays, a signicant amount of data trac is generated by mobile devices. Researchers therefore aim at
optimising the performance of the mobile networks. One aspect they are looking at is anycast [32, 33, 34].
In [34], Chen et al. argue that anycast service discovery in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) is challen-
ging and implies large trac overhead. They thus propose an anycast scheme which reduces the number of
necessary queries.
Similarly, [33] presents MQAR, a Mobility- and Quality of Service-aware Anycast routing scheme in
MANETs.
The research in [32] describes an anycast-based server selection model that enables roaming mobile clients
to detect and access an anycast server that gives better performance based on the mobile clients’ latest network
location. Indeed, mobile IPv6 imposes its users to remain connected to the same server, even if they are
1https://www.as112.net/
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roaming into foreign networks, in which there might be servers that would provide better service to the
clients [35].
2.3.4 Anycast server enumeration
Several other pieces of previous work focus on developing techniques for anycast-server enumeration [36, 37,
38] and geolocation based on latency measurements [36, 37].
Schmidt et al. analyse how many anycast sites shall be used to ensure that all the clients experience
satisfactory latency [2]. The authors conclude that increasing the number of sites does not solve the suboptimal
mapping issues. Indeed, the authors observe that having more sites does not help lower latency, which does
not seem intuitive.
In [39], authors conduct the rst Internet-wide anycast census and show that major players in the Internet
ecosystem are relying on anycast, even though only a small part of the IPv4 space has so far been anycasted.
To the best of our knowledge, all studies have so far focused on the performance of anycast in xed-line
networks. In this thesis, we carry out the rst analysis of the performance of DNS anycast on mobile – cellular
and WiFi – networks. In particular, we mainly focus on the K-Root and F-Root DNS services, but also take a
look at Google DNS.
Chapter 3
Cellular Networks
Summary. In this thesis, we explore anycast for DNS mostly in cellular networks. This chapter provides a brief
overview of this kind of network. First, we will focus on the architecture of a cellular network by detailing
the structure of a 2G network (Section 3.1), before moving on to 3G (Section 3.2) as well as 4G technologies
(Section 3.3), both building on the grounds laid by 2G (GSM). Mobile Internet performance is a critical point
for smartphone users. Unfortunately, the mobile clients’ experience is often rather unsatisfactory. In Section
3.4, we take a brief look at the factors inuencing the performance of the mobile Internet.
3.1 2G Cellular Network Architecture
2G networks were exclusively designed for voice trac, as data trac did not play an important role when
the rst GSM networks appeared. Figure 3.1 depicts the architecture of such a network.
First of all, the geographic region to be covered is subdivided into so-called cells (hence the name of cellular
network). Each cell contains a set of mobile clients and a base transceiver station (BTS), which is responsible for
transmitting and receiving signals to and from the mobile devices located in the given cell. A major challenge
in wireless networks is to increase the coverage of a cell. Indeed, the latter is inuenced by numerous factors,
among which are the transmission power of the BTS, the buildings in this area, etc.
Second, every 2G network includes base station controllers (BSC) used by multiple BTSes. Indeed, a BSC
is responsible for allocating the appropriate BTS channel resources needed by the dierent mobile clients to
communicate. In order to do so, a BSC performs paging, i.e. determines for each client in which cell she is
located. Furthermore, a BSC takes care of the hando of clients, which occurs when they switch to another
BTS. The base station controller along with all the base transceiver stations under its control form a base
station system (BSS).
Finally, a 2G network includes at least one mobile switching center (MSC). A typical MSC serves approx-
imately ve BSSes; its main responsibility is user authentication. They also handle hando between several
BSCs or MSCs. Specic MSCs, called gateway MSCs, connect the GSM clients to the larger public telephone
network.
3.2 3G Cellular Network Architecture
With the ever growing need to have access to the Internet on the go, 3G made its appearance. In addition to
voice trac, 3G networks explicitly support data trac. Figure 3.2 shows the scheme of such a network.
The architecture of a 3G network heavily relies on the 2G network structure: the whole 2G architecture
is left untouched; the necessary infrastructure is simply grafted onto the 2G network. More precisely, the 3G
part is connected to the initially called BSC, which is referred to as radio network controller (RNC) in the 3G
world.
The 3G core network connects the mobile subscribers to the public Internet. To do so, it is composed of
serving GPRS support nodes (SGSN) and gateway GPRS support nodes (GGSN). The task of a SGSN is to transmit
datagrams to/from mobile clients located in the radio access network the SGSN is assigned to. The GGSN is
considered as a gateway and connects multiple SGSNs to the public Internet. As such, the GGSN is the last 3G
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of a 2G network.
architecture component a datagram sent by the mobile user encounters before entering the public Internet.
It is also worth mentioning that the GGSN appears to the outside world as a normal gateway router and the
mobility dynamics of the 3G protagonists are therefore well hidden.
Figure 3.2: Architecture of a 3G network.
3.3 4G Cellular Network Architecture
The aim of the 4G networks was to enhance the performance perceived by the mobile clients (both in terms
of latency and throughput).
A 4G network has roughly the same architecture than a 3G one. However, two key points make 4G having
a great advantage over 3G networks.
First, 4G does not include a separate circuit-switched network for voice and a packet-switched cellular
network for data trac. Instead, both parts are merged into an IP network, which has as the consequence that
both kinds of trac are transferred using IP datagrams. A very important component of a 4G (LTE) network is
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the Packet Gateway (PGW), which is the point of contact with the outside world (similar to the GGSN in a 3G
architecture). This new kind of network lead to the development of Voice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE),
a standard to transfer voice packets over 4G networks.
Second, the 4G radio access network allows the usage of multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) antennas,
which makes it possible to signicantly increase the data rate for mobile clients (up to 100 Mbps for downloads
and 50 Mbps for uploads).
3.4 Mobile Internet Performance
Mobile Internet is known to provide very variable experience in terms of performance to its users. Multiple
factors inuence the performance perceived by a mobile client.
First of all, it is heavily inuenced by the signal strength captured by the users’ phone, as a longer distance
between the phone and its assigned Base Transceiver Station and/or physical objects weaken the signal.
Moreover, the performance depends also on the used network technology: while 4G oers a bandwidth of
maximum 100 Mbps, the upper limit of 3G is merely 3 Mbps.
In addition to that, usually, neither 3G nor 4G cover the entire surface of a country, which implies that
the users have no other choice than to use 3G if 4G is not available at their current location, or even 2G. An
interactive map published by the Belgian Institute for Postal services and Telecommunications (BIPT) [40]
illustrates the coverage of 2G, 3G, and 4G in Belgium. As an example, Figure 3.3 shows the 4G coverage.
The performance also depends on the device itself. Indeed, some devices simply do not support 4G. The
operating system, available RAM, and settings may also prevent the users from experiencing a satisfactory
Internet connection.
Figure 3.3: Coverage of the 4G technology in Belgium (courtesy of BIPT).
Chapter 4
DNS and Anycast
Summary. This chapter sheds light on the domain name system (DNS) and its use of anycast. In particular,
we explain in Section 4.1 the basic principles behind DNS and why it is so crucial for the Internet to work in
a smooth way. In Section 4.2, we detail the distributed architecture of the domain name system. Finally, we
provide in Section 4.3 an overview of the three analysed DNS services, namely K-Root DNS, F-Root DNS, and
Google DNS.
4.1 Overview
The main task of DNS is to provide name-to-IP mappings.
Each Internet host is identied by an IP address which can be used to contact the given host. How-
ever, IP addresses are a rather inconvenient way for users to interact with hosts, as they are not easy to
remember. Instead, numerous hosts are assigned so-called hostnames that can be used to reach them. For
instance, for accessing the Google search engine, a user prefers to simply type google.com instead of
216.58.213.142. DNS can thus be considered as a huge directory that maps hostnames to their corres-
ponding IP addresses.
4.2 Architecture
The architecture used for DNS is rather complex. One possibility would have been to consider one single DNS
server storing all the dierent name-to-IP mappings. However, this would mean a single point of failure and
a huge amount of trac to handle for one single server.
This is why a distributed, hierarchical architecture has been adopted since the early days of the naming
system, in 1987 [41]. More precisely, the DNS servers are subdivided into three categories which interact with
each other:
• root DNS servers: there are 13 root DNS servers worldwide, labelled A through M, managed by 12 dif-
ferent operators having volunteered to host a root server. They make up the so-called root zone. Most
of these services use the anycast paradigm to ensure reliability and security. B-Root started to rely on
anycast in May 2017, according to a post on the ocial website of the DNS root servers [42]. On the
same website, one can nd a map depicting the location of the dierent servers running the root DNS
service. As of May 2017, there are almost 700 root DNS servers distributed around the world, even
though 20% of them are hosted in North America. In this thesis, we investigate anycast for two root
servers, namely F-Root and K-Root. There is no hierarchy between these 13 root servers: all of them are
equally important and behave identically in DNS terms. The only dierences are their operators, their
names, and their IP addresses [43].
• top-level domain (TLD) DNS servers: this kind of DNS server is responsible for top-level domains such
as .org, .com, and .net, as well as for country top-level domains such as .lu, .fr, and .be. The
TLD servers must be registered with the root servers so that they know the given TLD servers.
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• authoritative DNS servers: every organisation with publicly accessible hosts such as Web and mail servers
has to provide DNS mappings for them. These DNS records are stored on the organisations’ authoritative
servers. To notify their existence, authoritative servers must register with TLD servers with the help of
a registrar.
Let’s have a look at an example to understand how a DNS request is processed. Suppose a client needs the
DNS mapping for www.google.com. First, the request is sent to one of the root servers, and the contacted
server returns the IP address of the appropriate TLD server responsible for the top-level domain .com. To
this end, root servers maintain a root zone le [44], which contains the corresponding TLD mappings and can
therefore be considered as a DNS “phone book”. Second, the client sends her request to the suggested TLD
server, providing her with a list of IP addresses of the authoritative servers for google.com. Third and
nally, the user sends her DNS-mapping request to one of the indicated authoritative servers and retrieves
one of the IP addresses corresponding to the hostname www.google.com. Figure 4.1 depicts a part of the
DNS architecture. This kind of architecture has also the advantage that updates are easier to perform, as every
organisation can independently update the DNS entries stored on the corresponding authoritative servers.
This example is a so-called iterative query, as the client issues all the dierent requests herself. However, a
DNS request can also be carried out through recursive queries. In the latter scenario, the DNS servers (instead
of the client) contact the dierent servers of the hierarchy in order to get the requested mapping. The choice
between the two operation modes is made by server conguration, as explained by Microsoft [45]. However,
still according to Microsoft, recursive queries are usually avoided to prevent denial of service attacks (DoS).
Figure 4.1: Part of the DNS hierarchy.
4.3 Analysed DNS Services
In this work, we investigate the anycast performance of three DNS services: F-Root DNS, K-Root DNS, and
Google DNS. We selected these three services since they are both widely replicated services, with publicly
available site locations and unicast IP addresses. This information allows to evaluate the performance of
anycast routing relative to its “optimal” (in terms of unicast) site location.
The F-Root service is operated by the Internet Systems Consortium (ISC) and supports both IPv4 and IPv6.
F-Root DNS includes more than 80 servers scattered across 39 dierent cities, covering 34 countries.
K-Root is a DNS service operated by the RIPE NCC (Network Coordination Centre). As F-Root, it runs both
IPv4 and IPv6, but it is less well distributed. Indeed, K-Root DNS runs only 56 servers, which are distributed
across 42 cities situated in 30 countries around the world.
Table 4.1 summarises the information we gathered about the locations of these root servers.
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Continent Number of F-Root servers Number of K-Root servers
Europe 34 32
Asia 13 13
North America 25 8
South America 8 1
Oceania 2 1
Africa 7 1
Table 4.1: Distribution of the F- and K-Root servers at the continental level (as of August 2016).
Google DNS is a DNS resolution service provided by Google (and, contrary to F- and K-Root, not part of
the root zone). The Google-DNS servers are scattered across 15 cities in 10 countries. However, they are very
unevenly distributed; indeed, more than 40% of them are located in the US!
Chapter 5
Internet Diagnostic tools
Summary. In this chapter, we analyse the two most used Internet diagnostic tools, namely ping (Section 5.1)
and traceroute (Section 5.2).
5.1 Ping
Ping [46] is a powerful tool written by Mike Muuss in 1983. Its purposes are twofold: rst of all, it checks
whether a host is reachable, and, if so, it measures the round-trip time (RTT) for messages sent from the source
(i.e. the host on which ping is executed) to the target. To do so, ping relies on the Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) [47]: it sends ICMP echo request packets (ping packets) towards the target and waits for an
echo reply (pong packets). This waiting time is then considered as the RTT. If the waiting time is higher than a
given threshold, ping considers the target as unreachable. Moreover, ping provides additional information
such as packet loss, the mean RTT, and errors that occurred during its execution. The general working scheme
of this tool is depicted in Figure 5.1.
Besides the standard ping, there exist two variations of this diagnostic tool, relying on the principles of
two dierent transport protocols [48]:
• UDP ping: to check whether a given target is alive, UDP ping sends UDP packets [49]. A target
host is considered alive if the source receives an ICMP port unreachable message. Therefore, if possible,
the source should send a packet to a port which is supposed to be closed.
• TCP ACK ping: TCP ACK ping works as follows: rst of all, it sends a TCP ACK [50] to the
target. The target is then reported as being alive if the source receives an RST message from the target.
In the study described in this thesis, we use ICMP ping, as it is implemented in the ALICE engine we are
relying on for mobile measurements. This platform is presented in more detail in Chapter 6.
Figure 5.1: Ping overview.
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5.2 Traceroute
Traceroute [51] is a tool allowing to infer a route from a source to any other target and was designed
by Van Jacobson in 1989. Traceroute relies on UDP packets with a likely unused UDP destination port
number (i.e. no process is listening on that port) whose destination address is the one of the target. This
diagnostic tool makes use of the Time To Live (TTL) eld and the IP forwarding mechanism in an ingenious
way.
The basic idea behindtraceroute is to discover the routers on the path by receiving ICMP time exceeded
messages. Traceroute initially sends a UDP packet with a TTL equal to one and iteratively increments
this value until the destination has been reached (or the TTL has exceeded a value dened by the user). The
general working scheme of traceroute is depicted in Figure 5.2.
In a nutshell, when the N th packet arrives at the N th router, this router observes that the TTL has expired.
According to forwarding rules of the IP protocol, this router discards the datagram, but sends an ICMP time
exceeded message back to the source, which can then use the received packet to extract the IP address of
the given router. The TTL of a datagram can thus be considered as its “life bar”: each encountered router
decreases it by one and, as soon as it is equal to zero, the packet “dies” (i.e. is not forwarded anymore). This
TTL mechanism therefore prevents a cycling packet from wasting too many resources which could be useful
for others. We have to point out that not every router sends an ICMP message back to the source. In this case,
a timeout will be triggered and this hop will be indicated by a * instead of an IP address. When the target has
been reached, the source receives an ICMP port unreachable message instead of a time exceeded message.
In addition, traceroute reports for each hop the RTT. Indeed, a timer is started when a new packet is
sent, which allows traceroute to determine the time elapsed between the transmission of the UDP packet
and the reception of the time exceeded/port unreachable message.
Figure 5.2: Traceroute overview.
As for ping (Section 5.1), there are two variations of the standard traceroute tool using two dierent
transport protocols:
• ICMP traceroute: instead of sending UDP packets, ICMP traceroute is based on ICMP
echo request messages. The target sends back an ICMP echo reply message when this tool is used.
ALICE implements this version of traceroute.
• TCP traceroute: the disadvantage of ICMP and UDP traceroute is that rewalls and
routers often block the ICMP protocol completely or disallow the ICMP echo requests (ping requests),
and/or block various UDP ports. However, they rarely drop TCP packets on port 80 as this is the HTTP
port. TCP traceroute sends TCP SYN packets, and the target responds with an RST packet if the
port is closed and with a SYN/ACK packet otherwise.
The three variants of traceroute do not only distinguish themselves by the protocols they are relying on,
but also by the information they can provide to their user. In their paper [52], Luckie et al. note that there are
signicant dierences between the IP paths inferred by the three methodologies. Moreover, they observe that
the three variants of traceroute are not on par when it comes to the discovery of IP links.
More precisely, the authors nd that UDP traceroute infers the most unique links with respect to
ICMP and TCP traceroute. Their results indeed suggest that the paths discovered by the ICMP and TCP
methodologies are often the same. Concerning the number of discovered links, Luckie et al. observe that TCP
traceroute derives by far the fewest links, that the UDP variant discovers the most links, but that ICMP
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traceroute infers the most links that are not seen by any other method and reaches the most destinations.
However, UDP traceroute does not really discover more links on the AS level, which suggests that the
UDP variant provides more visibility on the intra-AS topology.
The authors assume that these dierences are due to the fact that some routers use dierent forwarding
policies depending on the transport protocol.
Chapter 6
Mobile Measurement Campaign
Summary. In this chapter, we present our measurement campaign. In particular, we introduce the mobile
experiment engine ALICE we rely on in the context of this work (Section 6.1), the methodology we use to set
up our measurements (Section 6.2), and provide an in-depth analysis of our dataset (Section 6.3).
6.1 ALICE – A Lightweight Interface for Controlled Experiments
In the context of our study, we launched and collected measurements from geographically distributed mobile
vantage points through the ALICE engine [53, 54]. The characteristics making ALICE so appealing to use are
the fact that it is designed as an Android library, which implies that it can be easily incorporated into existing
applications, and the fact that it takes into account the resources of the mobile devices. More precisely, ALICE
attempts to parallelise the requested measurements in order to minimise power consumption. Moreover, it
imposes an upper limit to the network resources used by the experiments, so that the application does not
use too much of the user’s monthly data volume. As of December 2016, the ALICE engine has been run on
over 2,100 unique mobile devices. Moreover, it has been integrated in three Android applications, namely NU
Signals [55], Application Time [56], and Namehelp Mobile [57].
The current version of ALICE allows the user to launch the following types of active measurements and





• NDT (Network Diagnosis Tool – a network performance testing suite)
• IPerf (a bandwidth testing tool)
The user can retrieve the following information about the mobile device serving as a vantage point:
• the unique device identier
• available sensors
• active and available network interfaces (3G, 4G, WiFi)
• trac statistics (bytes sent/received by each application)
• the mobile client’s anonymised current location (latitude/longitude coordinates)
• cellular signal strength
• available WiFi access points
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ALICE operates both on the mobile client’s device as well as on a centralised cloud service. The cloud service is
responsible for distributing the experiment scripts to the concerned clients and makes sure that the requested
measurements t the capabilities of the mobile device. On the client side, ALICE schedules the measurements
to be performed, executes the code, and retrieves the data.
6.2 Methodology
In the context of this study, geographically distributed mobile clients launch active measurements, more pre-
cisely ping and traceroute measurements, towards several unicast IPs and the corresponding anycast
IPs of the three analysed DNS services to investigate whether the given clients get redirected to the optimal
server in terms of latency and geographic distance.
Before launching any measurement, we preprocess the list of servers run by the concerned DNS services:
for each service and each city hosting at least one server running the given service, we only keep one replica, as
we assume that one server is representative for one city, and that measurements towards multiple servers in the
same city would yield very similar results. In order to not overload the clients, we do not issue measurements
towards each server of the three services. Instead, we choose for each client the ve closest servers in terms
of geographic distance. In the end, each client therefore issues 18 ping and traceroute measurements:
towards ve unicast IPs for each of the three services, and towards the corresponding anycast IPs. We refer
to this set of measurements as experiments. The measurements are launched approximately once per hour.
We now clarify how we compute the geographic distance between a mobile client and a server. First, we
determine the AS the client is hosted in thanks to her IP address. Whois data allows us to gather information
about this AS. More precisely, we are interested in the country the AS is located in. In [58], Balakrishnan et al.
argue that cell phone IP addresses are a very unreliable indicator for geographical locations. However, their
accuracy is still reasonable at the country level. Finally, this information allows us to compute the geographic
coordinates of the client: the ones representing the country her AS is hosted in. The approximate (latitude,
longitude) coordinates of the unicast servers are known thanks to the airport situated in the city. After having
computed the coordinates of both the client and the server, we calculate the distance between both using the
classic Vincenty’s formulae [59].
6.3 Dataset Presentation
We collected our data from September 2016 until April 2017, using the ALICE engine described in Section
6.1 and the methodology presented in Section 6. The analysis focuses on three major DNS services, namely
F-Root, K-Root, and Google DNS. The data used for our study was retrieved from mobile devices while clients
were connected to either WiFi or cellular networks. Our dataset can thus be divided into two sets: on the
one hand, the set containing experiments launched from cellular networks (CELL); on the other hand, the set
including the experiments issued from WiFi (WIFI ). As measurements are collected opportunistically, based
on connection availability and resource usage, the number of experiments launched over each connection type
is not the same.
CELLDataset CELL includes more than 20,000 experiments performed on cellular networks, issued from
151 dierent clients. Our cellular users are scattered across nearly 40 dierent countries, about 70% of
the clients being located in the United States, Greece, Brazil, and France. Furthermore, the analysed
clients are hosted in major ASes, such as AS 29247 (COSMOTE, Greece), AS 26599 (Vivo, Brazil), and
AS 22394 (Verizon Wireless, United States). The experiments were launched using dierent network
technologies: 91% were launched on 4G network, while 9% were issued with 3G.
WIFIDataset WIFI encompasses thrice as many experiments than CELL, launched from 251 clients. The
measurements were issued from nearly 50 dierent countries around the world. As for the CELL dataset,
70% of the WiFi clients are located in Greece and the United States. The most active clients (i.e. the ones
having launched the most experiments) are hosted in ASes such as AS 6799 (Otenet, Greece), AS 9121
(TTNet, Turkey), and AS 7922 (Comcast, United States).
125 mobile users launched experiments from both cellular and WiFi networks.
The performed experiments are very unevenly distributed among the dierent clients. Figure 6.1 depicts
this distribution. We can see that, for both cellular and WiFi, more than 90% of the clients have launched less
than 500 experiments during the analysed seven months, i.e. less than three experiments per day on average.
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One point which is worth mentioning is that a dataset involving cellular users is very dicult to gather.
Indeed, a major drawback of active measurements is that they generate trac on the client side. However,
the clients’ monthly data allowance is often rather limited and a lot of mobile users therefore do not want to
dedicate a part of their data volume to this kind of study. We believe that, with these constraints, this amount
of measurements is already a very good starting point.
Figure 6.1: Distribution of experiments among the mobile clients.
Even though cellular clients issued experiments from 59 dierent ASes scattered around the world, only
19 of them present more than 100 experiments. We note the same for WIFI: 182 ASes are represented in this
dataset, but the dataset includes less than 100 experiments for 139 of them. Figure 6.2 depicts the distribution
of experiments among ASes for CELL (Figure 6.2a) and WIFI (Figure 6.2b). We observe that the dierent ASes
cover several regions over the world: the top 10 ASes for CELL are located in countries such as Turkey, Brazil,
Guatemala, Iran, the United States, and Greece, while the top 10 for WIFI sees the appearance of Slovakia,
Cyprus, and Iraq.
(a) Experiment distribution for CELL.
Figure 6.2: Experiment distribution for both datasets at the AS level for top 10 ASes in terms of number of
launched measurements.
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(b) Experiment distribution for WIFI.
Figure 6.2: Experiment distribution for both datasets at the AS level for top 10 ASes in terms of number of
launched measurements.
Chapter 7
Mobile Anycast Performance Analysis
Summary. In this chapter, we present our study of anycast performance in terms of latency with respect to
unicast in two dierent ways. To this end, we introduce two metrics: the relative latency increase (Section 7.1),
and the absolute latency increase (Section 7.2).
7.1 Performance Comparison with Relative Latency Increase
The rst part of our DNS anycast study consists in assessing its performance in terms of percentages by
comparing the RTTs towards the anycast servers and the corresponding ve unicast replicas. To do so, we use
the following formula, dened as relative latency increase:
relative latency increase = (RTTanycast − RTToptimal)× 100
RTToptimal
where RTTanycast refers to the RTT towards the examined anycast server and RTToptimal denotes the smallest
observed RTT among the six ping measurements. Multiplying the fraction by 100 ensures that this increase
is expressed in percentages. A relative latency increase of zero means that anycast is optimal in terms of
latency; in other words, negative values cannot occur. Our metric is similar to the relative error, a metric very
frequently used in the eld of machine learning.
Figure 7.1 shows the relative latency increases we obtained for both CELL and WIFI. We can see that
anycast performs well in about 60% of the measurements of our two datasets, i.e. anycast provides optimal
latency with respect to the geographically closest unicast replicas. However, for the remaining 40%, anycast
is suboptimal and the relative latency increase higher than 100% in approximately 10% of the carried out
measurements.
We now investigate the performance of anycast for each of the three DNS services separately on cellular
networks. The corresponding latency increases are presented in Figure 7.2. It demonstrates that all of the
three services are confronted with anycast performance issues. Nevertheless, we can clearly note that the
performance of anycast seems to be the worst for K-Root: while the latency towards the anycast server is
optimal in about 70% of the measurements for F-Root and Google DNS, this is the case for less than 40% when
it comes to K-Root.
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Figure 7.1: Relative latency increases observed for
CELL and WIFI.
Figure 7.2: Relative latency increases observed for
the three DNS services on cell.
Next, we analyse whether this performance problem occurs only in specic regions or if it happens to
be more general. Figures 7.4a to 7.4f depict the relative latency increases obtained by cellular clients in each
encountered country in case anycast is suboptimal. The six gures show that there is no particular pattern
at the continental level. Nevertheless, several points are worth mentioning. In Europe (Figure 7.4a), 7 out
of 13 countries present relative latency increases of at least 200%, while anycast performs reasonably well in
the ve remaining ones. We observe the same kind of behaviour for anycast in Asia (Figure 7.4b). In North
America (Figure 7.4c), the performance of the anycast paradigm with respect to unicast is rather poor: for all
of the examined countries, the relative latency increase exceeds 1000%! The three remaining continents, i.e.
South America (Figure 7.4d), Oceania (Figure 7.4e), and Africa (Figure 7.4f), are unfortunately not very well
covered by our CELL dataset. Nevertheless, we see that the relative latency increases provided by Australian
cellular clients are relatively low, with the maximum being less than 300%. Our measurements suggest that
anycast performs surprisingly well in Africa, but the number of measurements for this region is extremely
low. Table 7.1 summarises additional statistics we gathered about the relative latency increases in case the
performance of anycast was suboptimal, and underlines the heterogeneous behaviour of this paradigm across
the encountered countries.
Additionally, we analyse the relative latency increases observed in the top 10 ASes in terms of number
of launched measurements on cellular networks (the list of these ASes as well as the corresponding number
of measurements can be found in Chapter 6). The obtained relative latency increases are plotted in Figure
7.3. As for the regional analysis, we cannot infer from our results that anycast performance in some ASes is
signicantly dierent than the one in other ones. Of course, we do note some dierences, but, in our opinion,
they are not striking enough to conclude that suboptimal anycast performance is an AS-specic problem.
Figure 7.3: Relative latency increases in case anycast is suboptimal – AS level (top 10 ASes in terms of number
of launched measurements in cellular networks).
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(a) Relative latency increases in Europe. (b) Relative latency increases in Asia.
(c) Relative latency increases in North America. (d) Relative latency increases in South America.
(e) Relative latency increases in Oceania. (f) Relative latency increases in Africa.
Figure 7.4: Relative latency increases in case anycast is suboptimal – continental level.
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7.2 Performance Comparison with Absolute Latency Increase
The relative latency increase metric has a disadvantage. Indeed, it does not reveal any information about
the perceived anycast latency: for instance, a relative latency increase of 100% is obtained when the anycast
latency is 4 ms and the optimal unicast latency is equal to 2 ms ( 4−22 ×100 = 100%). However, our metric has
the same value when the anycast latency is equal to 200 ms and the optimal unicast one to 100 ms. In the rst
case, anycast is indeed suboptimal, but the impact on latency is relatively negligible for the mobile clients.
Therefore, we now introduce the absolute latency increase metric, simply dened as:
absolute latency increase = RTTanycast − RTToptimal
where, as for the relative latency increase, RTTanycast refers to the RTT towards the examined anycast server
and RTToptimal denotes the smallest observed RTT among the six ping measurements; again, this implies
that negative values cannot occur.
We compute the absolute latency increases in case anycast is suboptimal for one country of each continent.
More precisely, we choose the country for which we observe the worst relative latency increases. One excep-
tion is Europe, for which we select Slovakia instead of Austria, as we have signicantly more measurements
for this country. Figure 7.5 illustrates our results. Even though most of the absolute latency increases are
below 500 ms (which is already a very high value for a RTT!), besides for the Dominican Republic, we observe
a high amount of absolute latency increases which are higher or equal to 100 ms. To grasp even better what
this means, we can note that a packet theoretically travels at 2/3 of the speed of light (which corresponds to
the maximum speed in optical bre [60]), i.e. at approximately 200,000 kilometres per second – ignoring the
processing delay induced by the routers on the path. This means that a mobile client’s probe having yielded
an RTT higher or equal to 100 ms might have travelled at least 20,000 kilometres, corresponding to a return
trip between San Francisco and Berlin!
Figure 7.5: Absolute latency increases in case anycast is suboptimal in one country per continent.
Chapter 8
Mobile Anycast Distance Analysis
Summary. In this chapter, we investigate the geographic distances between mobile clients and the DNS rep-
licas. In Section 8.1, we present the Out-Of-Country Problem, i.e. the phenomenon that clients’ packets get
routed outside their home country in spite of local alternatives. In Section 8.2, we analyse the distances trav-
elled by packets in more general terms and observe that the journey of packets is frequently longer than
necessary, with a negative impact on latency. We refer to this problem as the Travel Distance Problem. In
Section 8.3, we begin to explore the root causes of the encountered problems and nd three classes of mobile
anycast anomalies.
Remark. We leave out the Google DNS service from the analyses presented in this chapter. The reason for this
is that this part of the study heavily relies on geographical locations of replicas and that Google DNS servers
are extremely dicult to geolocate. Indeed, nearly all of the servers are geolocated in the US, while we know
thanks to ocial information that a large number of Google DNS servers are hosted in other regions.
8.1 The Out-Of-Country Problem
Our ndings presented in Chapter 7 suggest that anycast is suboptimal in terms of latency for a non negligible
fraction of measurements. Further investigation shows that mobile clients get often routed towards a subop-
timal anycast replica in terms of geographical distance, which negatively impacts the perceived performance.
One could argue that the most impacting factor on latency in wireless networks is the signal strength and that
geographic distance is not very inuential. However, Figure 8.1 clearly shows that high geographical distance
is correlated with large latency, underlining that the distance between cellular clients and anycast servers is
an important aspect to take into account when it comes to performance optimisation. We observe a similar
behaviour for WiFi clients.
Figure 8.1: Potential correlation between geographical distance and minimum RTT for cellular measurements.
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This leads us to the analysis of the geolocation mapping between mobile clients and anycast replicas. Our
initial results show that cellular clients are in general frequently routed towards a replica hosted outside the
country they are residing in, despite local alternatives. To characterise distances between clients and anycast
replicas, given that anycast IP addresses cannot be geolocated [10], we geolocate the penultimate hop of the
traceroute path connecting the mobile client to the anycast server to estimate its location. Our mobile
clients recorded their geographic location, anonymised to a 10 km2 area, through the ALICE engine.
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 summarise the collected statistics for cellular clients. We can point out that the sent
packets happen to be redirected to locations lying very far away from their country of origin. For instance,
we observe packets from the United States being sent to K-Root replicas in Iran and United Kingdom! We see
the same abnormal behaviour for F-Root DNS, for example with cellular users in Germany being routed to the
US.
However, we need to be aware that geolocation databases are not 100% reliable [61]. The statistics provided
in this thesis might therefore contain some inaccurate information, due to a wrong IP-to-location mapping.






















Turkey Iran, Germany No
Poland Germany Yes












































Singapore Japan, India No
Mexico United States No
Table 8.1: Location of contacted K-Root anycast replicas for cellular clients.
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(a) K-Root DNS. (b) F-Root DNS.



















Turkey United States No




































Slovakia United States No
Korea United States Yes
Singapore United States Yes
Table 8.2: Location of contacted F-Root anycast replicas for cellular clients.
We analyse how frequently this out-of-country phenomenon occurs in the aected countries. Figures 8.2a
and 8.2b depict our results. Our evaluation reveals that the packets travel abroad very often: for K-Root, cellular
clients in 50% of the concerned countries are systematically redirected abroad, while this is the case for even
more than 70% of the concerned countries when looking at F-Root. Moreover, the out-of-country observation
occurs in fewer countries for K-Root than for F-Root. A striking fact is that cellular clients residing in the US
are routed towards foreign K-Root replicas more than 70% of the time, while this holds for only merely 1% of
the measurements when probing F-Root.
8.2 The Travel Distance Problem
The out-of-country analysis detailed in Section 8.1 already gives a good intuition about the journey of the
issued packets. However, it could be the case that clients are located at the border of a country and that it
would be cheaper in terms of distance to contact a unicast server hosted in the neighbour country instead of
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letting their request traverse the whole country to reach a local alternative. This part of the study focuses on
the analysis of distances between mobile clients and their assigned anycast DNS servers.
Figure 8.3a presents the travel distance between clients and anycast servers (Dclient→anycast) for K-Root
DNS. We can easily see that there is a signicant dierence between cell and WiFi: Dclient→anycast is smaller
than 4,000 kilometres for approximately 75% of the experiments carried out on a WiFi network, whereas this
holds for merely 50% of the experiments issued from cellular clients. While we can observe the same phe-
nomenon for F-Root in Figure 8.3b, the dierences are not as signicant as for the K-Root service. Moreover,
the distances plotted in Figure 8.3 suggest that the mobile clients are in general located closer to F-Root rep-
licas than to K-Root ones. This can be explained by the number and geographical distribution of the dierent
servers, presented in Chapter 4.
(a) Distance to K-Root servers. (b) Distance to F-Root servers.
Figure 8.3: Travel distance from clients to the assigned anycast servers.
8.2.1 Impact on latency
As already stated in Section 8.2, the additional distance travelled does impact users’ performance. We evaluate
the impact of the geographical distance between the clients and the replicas in terms of latency. The results
are depicted in Figure 8.4. As expected, the recorded latencies are higher for the measurements carried out on
cellular networks than for the ones performed on WiFi. Again, the dierence is more pronounced for K-Root,
as we can conclude from Figure 8.4a: 90% of the WiFi experiments yielded a RTT lower than 180 ms, versus
only 70% on cell. A comparison of Figures 8.4a and 8.4b shows that the distribution of latencies is similar for
K-Root and F-Root on WiFi. However, we obtained worse performance for K-Root compared to F-Root on
cellular networks: 80% of the experiments output a RTT lower than 150 ms for F-Root, but less than 65% for
K-Root DNS. Note that Cisco considers 150 ms as being the upper delay limit to get an acceptable quality for
most voice applications [63].
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(a) RTTs for K-Root servers. (b) RTTs for F-Root servers.
Figure 8.4: Round-trip time from clients to the assigned anycast servers.
8.2.2 Where does the Travel Distance Problem occur?
The observed phenomenon is not limited to specic geographical regions or a few particularly mismanaged
ASes, but appears to be more general. We focus this part of our analysis on the ve ASes which provide the
most measurements for the two DNS services with clients in cellular networks. This leaves us with 2,310
measurements issued from 16 users for K-Root and 1,860 measurements retrieved from 15 mobile clients for
F-Root DNS. Figure 8.5 presents our results.
A rst noteworthy point is that F-Root DNS replicas seem to be closer to the clients, regardless of the AS.
Indeed, for 80% of the launched measurements towards F-Root anycast servers, Dclient→anycast is less than
approximately 4,300 kilometres, while this distance is larger than 8,500 kilometres for 20% of the measurements
issued towards K-Root servers! From this gure, we can distinguish two sets of ASes: those which present
distances staying rather stable (for example AS 12430 – Vodafone, Spain), and those for which we observe
signicant variability on distances travelled by their users (a good example is AS 22394 – Verizon Wireless,
United States).
(a) Dclient→anycast observed for K-Root. (b) Dclient→anycast observed for F-Root.
Figure 8.5: Distances between the cellular clients and their assigned anycast servers in top 5 ASes in terms of
number of measurements.
A possible explanation for the long distances would be that our cellular clients are simply far away from all
the available replicas. However, our investigations show that this is not necessarily the case. For this analysis,
we compute:
1. the distance between the cellular client and her assigned anycast server, Dclient→anycast;
2. the distance between the client and the geographically closest unicast replica, Dclient→unicast;
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3. the dierence Dclient→anycast −Dclient→unicast, denoted δclient.
Figure 8.6 presents δclient for the measurements launched from the ve ASes providing the most experiments
for K- and F-Root DNS. We can easily infer from this graph that the clients are most of the time routed to a
suboptimal replica and that this issue does not seem to be specic to one AS or region. Nevertheless, comparing
Figures 8.6a and 8.6b leads us to the assumption that the raised mapping problem is signicantly worse for
K-Root than for F-Root, even though the mappings for F-Root are far from optimal. Clear examples for the K-
Root phenomenon are clients residing in the US, but being routed towards anycast servers located in London
(UK) and Tehran (Iran)! This is even more surprising when considering the fact that seven K-Root servers are
widely distributed across the United States: two are hosted on the East Coast, four on the West Coast, and
one in Central America (as of May 2017). Furthermore, we observe that, in each of the examined ASes, some
cellular clients seem to be redirected to the nearest anycast F-Root server (δclient very close to zero), while the
ideal case never occurs for the K-Root service.
(a) δclient observed for K-Root. (b) δclient observed for F-Root.
Figure 8.6: Geographical distance dierences between cellular client→ anycast server and client→ closest
unicast replica in top 5 ASes in terms of number of measurements.
8.3 Why travelling so far?
In this section, we begin to explore some of the possible causes of anycast anomalies for cellular clients. We
rst investigate the AS-path lengths between anycast and nearest unicast paths, nding that path length does
not seem to be correlated with distant anycast servers. We then look beyond AS-path length, nding three
classes of anomalies specically related to, or common to our cellular clients. These include:
1. distant client packet gateways;
2. poor anycast routing within Tier-1 networks;
3. improper routing within cellular networks.
8.3.1 AS-path analysis
We analyse the lengths of the AS paths leading from the mobile clients to their assigned anycast server and
to the geographically closest unicast replica. In particular, we focus on the measurements with δclient higher
than 1,000 kilometres, which corresponds to more than 80% of the experiments for K-Root and to 70% of them
for F-Root. Figure 8.7 presents the obtained AS-path length dierences. A negative value indicates that the AS
path towards unicast was longer than the one towards anycast. The graph suggests that the anycast servers
are still often closer to the mobile clients in terms of traversed ASes, even though they are geographically
signicantly further away from the users: the paths client→ anycast server are shorter than the paths client
→ unicast replica in nearly 40% of the measurements towards K-Root and in more than 75% towards F-Root.
This can be explained by the way anycast operates [1]: the server the client is assigned to is selected based
on BGP’s best-path notions such as shortest AS-path length, Hot Potato criterion, etc., and it is therefore not
surprising to see that the paths leading to the anycast replicas are shorter. Figure 8.8 underlines our statement
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regarding path lengths: while more than 70% of the paths to F-Root anycast servers have a length of at most
six AS hops (more than 60% if we consider K-Root), 60% of unicast paths for the F-Root DNS service are longer
than six hops (50% when looking at K-Root).
Figure 8.7: Path-length dierence on the AS level
between the paths client → anycast server and
client→ closest unicast replica on cell.
Figure 8.8: AS-path lengths observed for both
anycast and unicast on cell.
8.3.2 Cellular anomaly classication
Further investigation into anomalous anycast routing for our cellular clients revealed three main classes of
anycast performance problems. While by no means representative of all problems encountered by cellular
clients, these common anycast routing problems are either unique, or more common, for cellular rather than
xed-line clients.
Distant packet gateway
As has previously been reported [64], a cellular client’s packet gateway (PGW) largely determines her network
position and locality, since all client trac is routed through that particular PGW. This implies that client
packets rst encounter Internet routing once they are beyond the PGW. In certain instances, cellular clients
can be assigned to distant PGWs. We nd that knowing the location of a client’s PGW can greatly aid in
diagnosing anomalous anycast routing in these cases. An impressive example is shown in Table 8.3a. These
paths correspond to a client located in Boston (MA), but whose PGW is situated in San Jose (CA). While the
closest unicast replica is hosted in St. George (UT), the client’s anycast request was routed to London. In
this scenario, the journey of the packet is not only costly in terms of kilometres because of the suboptimal
geolocation mapping between the client and an anycast server, but also due to the fact that the packet needs
to travel more than 5,000 kilometres to reach the PGW!
Tier-1 routing
We observe that many of the instances of poor anycast performance occur when paths traverse Tier-1 transit
networks. While this eect has been previously reported for xed-line networks [65], our results conrm this
phenomenon. We nd that this problem is more pronounced for cellular networks, since the paths employed
by packets sent from cellular networks traverse Tier-1 ASes more frequently than packets sent from xed-line
broadband [54]. The problem we observe with large Tier-1 networks is that they often route clients to the same
anycast replica regardless of where clients enter their network. Many problem cases we investigate appear
to be caused by packets remaining in the transit network until routed to a distant destination. We detect this
behaviour in Tier-1 networks with varying levels of consistency. For example, we nd clients entering AT&T
(AS 7018) split anycast destinations between sites in Reno (NV) and London. We also note that clients routed
through Abovenet (AS 6461) are consistently routed to K-Root sites in London. One of these cases is illustrated
in Table 8.3b. This example corresponds to a cellular client residing in Los Angeles and whose PGW is in the
same city. Even though the geographically closest unicast server is in Reno (NV), her packet is routed to a
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server situated in London. Analysing the corresponding traceroutes reveals that more than 50% of the
traceroute hops in the path leading to the anycast server lie in Abovenet, a well-known Tier-1 AS. As
opposed to the anycast path, the path connecting the cellular user to her nearest unicast server exits the AS
6461 fairly quickly: less than 25% of the hops are in this Tier-1 AS.
Improper cellular network routing
We nd cases where paths leaving towards the anycast and nearest unicast servers diverge immediately after
exiting a client’s PGW. As illustrated in Table 8.3c, the paths diverge right after the they exit the client’s PGW.
Interestingly, these diverging paths remain in the same AS (275699 – Vivo, Brazil), and even have the same
next hop AS. While we cannot know what caused this exact instance, we observe for several operators multiple
transit providers connected to or very near cellular network PGWs. As we noticed in the previous class, the
choice of transit can play a large role in the behaviour of anycast routes. This is especially true if the provider
is a Tier-1 network, as many commonly are for large cellular networks.
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Client→ anycast server Client→ unicast server
Hop IP ASN Hop IP ASN
1 10.96.0.3 - 1 10.96.0.3 -
2 100.127.126.35 - 2 100.127.126.36 -
3 192.168.189.5 - 3 192.168.189.5 -
4 192.168.125.2 - 4 192.168.125.2 -
5 192.168.126.12 - 5 192.168.126.12 -
6 208.185.160.182 6461 6 208.185.160.182 6461
7 208.185.160.181 6461 7 208.185.160.181 6461
8 64.125.28.41 6461 8 64.125.28.45 6461
9 64.125.30.230 6461 9 64.125.31.15 6461
10 64.125.31.218 6461 10 63.146.26.253 209
11 64.125.29.18 6461 12 63.234.254.142 209
12 64.125.29.208 6461 15 209.33.214.250 11071
13 64.125.29.127 6461





end-to-end RTT: 258 ms
(a) Distant client packet gateway scenario.
Client→ anycast server Client→ unicast server
Hop IP ASN Hop IP ASN
1 255.0.0.0 - 1 255.0.0.0 -
3 255.0.0.1 - 3 255.0.0.1 -
5 10.170.208.11 - 5 10.170.208.11 -
6 10.164.162.210 - 6 10.164.162.210 -
7 10.164.165.3 - 7 10.164.165.3 -
8 208.185.160.101 6461 8 208.185.160.101 6461
9 64.125.30.72 6461 9 4.125.30.72 6461
10 64.125.30.184 6461 10 64.125.26.5 6461
11 64.125.29.52 6461 11 64.125.12.154 6461
12 64.125.28.98 6461 12 12.122.129.234 7018
13 64.125.29.48 6461 13 12.122.31.134 7018
14 64.125.29.130 6461 14 12.122.18.13 7018
15 64.125.30.235 6461 15 12.122.160.29 7018
17 213.161.79.50 6461 16 12.116.94.238 7018
18 193.0.14.129 25152 17 208.79.242.141 11170
18 208.79.242.186 11170
end-to-end RTT: 153 ms 19 74.118.156.91 11170
end-to-end RTT: 58 ms
(b) Tier-1 routing issue.
Client→ anycast server Client→ unicast server
Hop IP ASN Hop IP ASN
3 177.79.213.38 26599 3 177.79.213.38 26599
4 187.100.51.69 27699 4 187.100.86.164 27699
5 187.100.193.254 27699 5 187.100.49.25 27699
6 187.100.192.246 27699 6 187.100.49.17 27699
7 213.140.39.70 12956 7 5.53.0.189 12956
8 176.52.250.246 12956 8 94.142.97.9 12956
9 195.22.199.89 6762 9 5.53.3.43 12956
10 195.22.209.107 6762 10 94.142.119.168 12956
11 195.66.224.183 8881 11 94.142.127.69 12956
12 193.0.14.129 25152 12 213.140.35.83 12956
13 176.52.248.199 12956





end-to-end RTT: 119 ms
(c) Improper routing out of cellular network.
Table 8.3: Three classes of anycast anomalies encountered by our cellular clients.
Chapter 9
IP Assignment Dynamics
Summary. In this chapter, we perform a short analysis about the IP assignment dynamics, i.e. the frequency
at which a dierent IP is assigned to the mobile client. In Section 9.1, we describe the IP distribution among
clients, i.e. how many dierent IPs one gets assigned to and how frequently one changes from one IP to another.
In Section 9.2, we assess the impact of IP assignment dynamics on DNS anycast performance: intuitively, one
would expect that frequent IP switches lead to a signicant variation of perceived performance in terms of
latency.
9.1 IP Distribution
We analyse the distribution of dierent IPs among mobile clients, both on cellular and WiFi connections.
More precisely, we look at the number of dierent assigned IPs per client. Figure 9.1 shows the outcome of
this analysis. We observe that signicantly more IP addresses are assigned to cellular clients than to WiFi
users. Indeed, the most dynamic client on cell uses between 510 and 519 IP addresses, while the most dynamic
one on WiFi only between 190 and 199! Nevertheless, for both kinds of clients, we note that more than 50%
of them have been assigned less than 20 IP addresses.
There are several factors which can lead to an IP address change: outages, device reboots and reconnects,
and periodic changes imposed by ISP policies [66]. The dynamic behaviour for mobile devices can additionally
be explained by the fact that a smart device changes its IP address as soon as it enters a dierent network.
As the main characteristic of cell clients is their mobility, the latter plays an important role when it comes to
IP assignment dynamics in cellular networks. Moreover, a device might change its IP in case it switches to
another network technology (from 4G to 3G, for example), but this depends on the policy employed by the
ISP.
We next take a closer look at the IP assignment dynamics in cellular networks. In particular, we analyse
whether the clients remain in the same sub-network/AS/organisation when they start using another IP. Table
9.1 summarises our results. We note that there is no apparent correlation between the number of assigned IPs
and the number of sub-networks the clients are hosted in. This is well exemplied by the 18 cellular clients
with 10 to 19 dierent IP addresses: for some of these clients, all of their IPs are in the same prex, whereas
for others the IPs are scattered through multiple subnets. Also note the clients with 180 – 189 and 200 – 209
IPs: the client with less than 190 IPs has visited nearly twice as many prexes as the one with more than 200
IPs! The same observation holds for the number of hosting ASes and organisations. Moreover, it is interesting
to see that the numbers of hosting ASes and organisations are identical: this indicates that the dierent ASes
seen by a client are most often owned by dierent organisations, which might seem surprising.
Furthermore, we examine whether the dynamic cellular IP distribution is a characteristic of some specic
ASes, and we nd that it does not seem to be the case. Indeed, numerous ASes host both kinds of cellular
clients, i.e. users with a lot of distinct IP addresses and users with less than ten IPs. We do observe some
isolated ASes, such as AS 12430 (Vodafone, Spain) and AS 44244 (Irancell, Iran), which exclusively host clients
with a high number of dierent IPs. However, our CELL dataset contains only one client for each of these
ASes, which is clearly not enough to draw conclusions.
34
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(a) Number of dierent IPs per client on cell.
(b) Number of dierent IPs per client on WiFi.
Figure 9.1: Number of dierent IPs assigned to each client.
We additionally study the correlation between the number of assigned IP addresses and the number of
experienced IP switches on cellular networks. Figure 9.2 conrms that these two metrics present a high posit-
ive linear correlation. This indicates that a client using a relatively limited number of IPs does not frequently
switch back and forth between them.
A last aspect we investigate is the frequency of IP switches, i.e. how often a cellular client switches from
one IP address to another. We perform this analysis on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis and focus on the
top 10 clients in terms of number of dierent IP addresses. Our results are depicted in Figure 9.3. Each curve
corresponds to one client. From Figure 9.3a, we can see that 70% of the clients experience more than 100 IP
changes in at least one month. Nevertheless, we observe through Figures 9.3b and 9.3c that users change their
IP far less frequently during one week/day than during one month: 60% of them switch between dierent IP
addresses less than 40 times per week and at most ten times per day. This leads us to the assumption that the
IP changes are performed on a rather regular basis throughout the month.
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# di. IPs
per client







1-9 72 {1, 2, 3, 5} {1, 2} {1, 2}
10-19 18 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11} {1, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3}
20-29 7 {1, 2, 3, 5, 11, 23} {1, 2} {1, 2}
30-39 5 {1, 3, 4, 20} {1} {1}
40-49 10 {1, 2, 4, 6, 11, 18, 21} {1, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3}
50-59 1 {1} {1} {1}
60-69 2 {6, 7} {1} {1}
70-79 2 {1, 37} {1} {1}
80-89 2 {1, 6} {1} {1}
90-99 2 {2, 11} {1, 2} {1, 2}
100-109 1 {5} {1} {1}
120-129 2 {11, 27} {1, 2} {1, 2}
130-139 6 {3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 57} {1, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3}
140-149 1 {8} {2} {2}
150-159 1 {4} {1} {1}
160-169 1 {8} {1} {1}
180-189 1 {49} {1} {1}
200-209 1 {28} {1} {1}
210-219 1 {2} {1} {1}
240-249 1 {6} {1} {1}
280-289 1 {4} {1} {1}
360-369 1 {13} {1} {1}
510-519 1 {27} {2} {2}
Table 9.1: Prex/AS/organisation dynamics. The elements of the sets are the dierent values observed among
our cellular clients (i.e. each encountered value is reported only once).
Figure 9.2: Correlation between the number of dierent IPs assigned to each cellular client and the number of
IP changes.
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(a) Number of monthly IP switches. (b) Number of weekly IP switches. (c) Number of daily IP switches.
Figure 9.3: Number of IP switches on cell.
9.2 Impact on Anycast Performance
We investigate whether IP dynamics have an impact on the performance of anycast in terms of latency. In
particular, we analyse the variation of the anycast latency of the three DNS services in cellular networks.
Indeed, variation of latency can have a negative inuence on the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the user: she
most probably will consider her Internet experience as bad in case she can sometimes access content very fast,
but often only slowly.
For this part of our study, we proceed as follows: for each client, we consider their dierent IPs. For every
IP of the given client, we consider all minimum RTTs gathered with the ping measurements having this
address as source and the considered anycast IP as destination, and compute next the median RTT from all
these minimum RTTs. We therefore end up with as many median RTTs as IPs for our client. To assess the
latency variation experienced by the user, we nally dene the latency variation score:
latency variation score = (maxmedians −minmedians)× # diff IPs
# IP switches + 1
where maxmedians refers to the maximum median RTT of the client, minmedians to the minimum median RTT,
# diff IPs to the number of dierent IPs the client has been assigned to, and # IP switches to the number of
IP changes experienced by the given user. This score is equal to zero in case the client only uses a single IP
(as maxmedians −minmedians equals zero). The fraction # diff IPs# IP switches+1 takes into account the IP assignment
dynamics: it is equal to one if, for each IP change, the user switches to an IP address never encountered before,
and to less than one if the cellular client switches sometimes between the same IP addresses. This evaluation
is performed for each of three DNS services separately. We examine two sets of clients: the more static ones,
i.e. clients relying only on a relatively small number of dierent IP addresses, and the more dynamic ones,
i.e. the clients having used a lot of dierent IPs. We consider a client as static if she uses at most ten distinct
IPs; a dynamic client has been assigned at least 70 IPs. This subdivision of our clients allows us to have
approximately the same number of users in both sets. In the context of this study, we evaluate the dynamism
of a client based on the number of dierent IP addresses and not on the number of IP switches. However, as
discussed in Section 9.1, both metrics are positively linearly correlated, which implies that they are equally
relevant for selecting the cellular clients to analyse.
Figure 9.4 illustrates the obtained latency variation scores for K-Root (Figure 9.4a), F-Root (Figure 9.4b),
and Google DNS (Figure 9.4c). We can easily note that the latency variation score is in general higher for
dynamic clients than for the static ones, for all of the three DNS services. This underlines the fact that clients
connecting to the Internet with numerous IP addresses experience non negligible variations in terms of anycast
latency. Nevertheless, there are no signicant dierences between the three anycast services.
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(a) Latency variation scores for K-Root. (b) Latency variation scores for F-Root. (c) Latency variation scores for Google DNS.
Figure 9.4: Latency variation scores obtained for the three analysed DNS services on cell.
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Conclusions
In this Master’s thesis, we presented the rst study of anycast performance for mobile users. To this end, we
used data collected from a crowd-sourced platform. In particular, our evaluation focused on three distinct
anycast services: K-Root, F-Root, and Google DNS. Moreover, we investigated the IP assignment dynamics
of mobile clients, i.e. the frequency at which a dierent IP is assigned to them, and their potential impact on
perceived anycast latency variations.
We found that mobile clients are often mapped to a suboptimal anycast replica in terms of latency with
respect to closer unicast servers. Moreover, our results demonstrate that clients are very frequently routed to
a replica hosted on a site being geographically far away from them. We observed that long distances towards
the assigned anycast server are not simply due to the fact that there is no closer unicast replica, and that
this phenomenon is, as the latency issue, not bound to specic regions or particular ASes. Additionally, our
investigations highlight three major classes of anycast anomalies, namely distant client packet gateways, poor
anycast routing within Tier-1 networks, and improper routing out of cellular networks. Finally, our analysis
of IP assignment dynamics conrms our intuition. Indeed, the more dynamic clients, i.e. the ones numerous
unique IP addresses have been assigned to, experience a much more pronounced variation in terms of latency,
independently of the DNS service. Furthermore, we noted that there is a positive linear correlation between
the number of assigned IPs and the number of IP changes per client. This part of the study also reveals the fact
that cellular clients are assigned more distinct IP addresses than WiFi users, which can partially be explained
by the greater mobility of cell clients.
10.1 Future Work
There are several lines of research arising from this work which are worth being pursued.
IPv4 vs. IPv6 For now, we have only looked at anycast using IPv4. A logical next step would be to launch
the same kind of measurement campaign, but relying on IPv6. As there are some striking dierences
between both versions of the IP protocol, it would be very relevant to compare their behaviour when
confronted to the anycast paradigm. Unfortunately, we could not yet launch this analysis on a broad
scale. Indeed, only very few of our ALICE clients have IPv6 enabled, and we would not have been able
to collect data to draw meaningful conclusions.
AS relationships Looking at inter-AS relationships could greatly aid in explaining some of the encountered
phenomena. Indeed, packet routing is highly inuenced by ISP policies which are set such that the
corresponding ISP has to pay as little as possible. Concretely, this means that a provider prefers that
a client’s packet travels over a longer AS path consisting in nearly only peer-to-peer links (unpaid
exchange of trac) than over a shorter AS path containing customer-provider links (in this case, the
provider has to pay to forward her trac over the neighbour AS).
Mobile anycast in CDNs In this work, we exclusively focused on mobile anycast in the DNS infrastructure.
It would be very interesting to analyse the behaviour of anycast for mobile clients in a Content Deliv-
ery Network. Specically in this direction, we are in the process of establishing a collaboration with
EdgeCast Networks, a CDN owned by Verizon Digital Media Services. Unfortunately, the negotiation
process was slowed down by legal issues, which prevented us to present rst results in this thesis.
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In-depth analysis of IP assignment dynamics The study presented in Chapter 9 is a rst analysis of the
impact of IP assignment dynamics on performance variation. However, our dataset was not very ap-
propriate for this kind of evaluation. Indeed, as explained in Chapter 6, measurements are launched
opportunistically, implying that they are not necessarily issued on a regular basis. This makes an in-
depth study of IP assignment dynamics dicult, as we would need frequent measurements to get a very
good picture of how IPs changes and what the real consequences of these switches are. One possibility
would be to consider only a few mobile clients whom we would monitor in a very detailed manner.
Instead of using ALICE, we also considered trying out the Mobilyzer platform [67].
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